High-quality doors and counter shutters for eco buildings
Today the market of interior doors, front doors
and garage gates is filled with different types of
products. It is possible to find both qualitative and
rather low quality doors. So how to choose a highquality and, what is even more important, Eco-friendly
doors that would meet your needs and expectations?
Every home owner is committed to make his house consume a minimum of energy to
maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. Many people start to perform specific
actions in order to make their homes warm and cozy. And, of course, one of the most
efficient and easy way to accomplish this task is to replace the old doors and windows,
with new Eco-friendly, energy saving high speed fabric doors. Few people know that
about 15% of the heat leaves the room through the front doors. Of course, a larger
amount of heat is lost through the windows. That is why, when it comes to house
warming, most people first of all pay their attention to the replacement of windows
rather than doors. By replacing windows, people hope to reduce the heat loss to a
minimum. But the window is not the one thing that need to be changed. The doors also
play a crucial role in heat saving. Today, those people who are concerned about the
problems of ecology and conservation of natural resources, put forward a very strong
requirements for the front doors and garage doors quality and materials.
Nowadays, every person knows that closed counter
shutters may save a lot of energy and prevent heat loss,
especially during cold year seasons. Not only highquality counter shutters will make your house or
apartment warm in winter, but also they will keep cool
temperature inside the premises in the summer and
protect your home from direct sunlight penetration.
Modern ecologically friendly doors and windows are designed to protect house

from noise, dust, drafts, prevent heat loss and, of course, to protect the property from
burglary. Advanced technologies that are used in the manufacturing of such products
allow to reduce the noise level significantly, which definitely has a positive effect on
human health. What is more, such technology reduce heating costs by 25-30%. The Ecofriendly doors are manufactured from solid wood or from wood veneer. So, if "the green
house" is not just a popular word for you, choose the doors and garage gates made of
solid wood. Wood is quite a capricious material. It is able to absorb moisture, breathe,
change the shape, color, crack and even rot. The origin of a wood, is the main point
when choosing doors of this material.
The replacement of old doors with new Ecofriendly one is a great step that will make your
home warm and comfortable. If you are about to
make your home "greener", you should contact
professionals that will choose and install the right
energy saving doors with the help of specialized
equipment, such as tilt dock levelers and their skills and knowledge. Remember, proper
installation is very important in case you want your doors to serve you effectively, so do
not try to do it on your own.
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